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1:  Find a convenient location to sit your Cone-
 Genie–-close to your waffle maker.
2:  Be sure the main control switch is turned
  to off.
3: Plug in the GFCI Plug into a nearby outlet.
4: Your unit is set to the normal run time of
  around 10 seconds.  This can be adjusted
  up or down if needed.  See instructions
  that follow for time adjustment.
5: Prepare your waffle cone & turn the Cone-

Genie switch to AUTO.
6:  Pass your hand over the top of the yellow
  photo sensor, which will activate the Cone-
  Genie.
7:  As the Cone-Genie turns insert your flat waffle
  cone into the shaping area–follow the
  arrows. See next page for diagram.
8:  Your cone should be pulled into the device and
  continue wrapping until the timer stops.
9:  Slide the Shaping Tray to left–-allowing room

  for you to remove the cone.
10: Prepare your next cone and make another!

Thank You for purchasing the Cone-Genie!  We know you
will be amazed at how fast & proficient the Cone Genie is.
Please follow the below instructions to make your use as
simple as possible!



INSERT / SLIDE
FLAT WAFFLE
CONE HERE

Shaper will automatically grab cone and pull it in.  Let go as it begins to pull.  The
end tip of the cone should be closed and sealed well, as it turns.  If there is an
opening in the tip of the cone, be sure you are inserting the cone far enough to the
left. After a few test cones you will easily see how the unit operates and shapes
your cone.

Waffle Cone Shaper
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SPRING ADJUSTMENT SCREW

The cone mold has tension on the shaper cone by use of the tension spring.  Over
time this spring may need more tension or depending upon the type of batter/cone
recipe being used, more tension may be needed.  You can move the screw to the
next position, located under the black hole plug–-or to the 3rd foot post–where a
lock nut has been provided.  Adjust as necessary for your situation.

2nd Hole
Tension
Spring

Foot Post

AIM POINT!
The top-center of your cone must enter here!
Too far left and your cone tip will be too long!
Too far right and your cone will have a hole
at the tip!
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TIMER / SENSOR  ADJUSTMENT

Set the Cutoff Distance
The cutoff distance for Q60AF sensors can be adjusted between 200 mm to 2000 millimeters (8 in to 80 in).

To maximize contrast, position the lightest possible background to be used, at the closest position it will come to the sensor during use.
Using a small screwdriver in the adjustment screw, adjust the cutoff distance until the threshold is reached and the green Light Sensed
indicator changes state. If the indicator never turns ON, the background is beyond the maximum sensing cutoff and will be ignored.
Note the position of the rotating cutoff position indicator at this position. Then repeat the procedure, using the darkest target, placed in
its most distant position for sensing. Adjust the cutoff so that the indicator is midway between the two positions.
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Figure 3. Set the cutoff distance approximately midway between the
farthest target and the closest background
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Figure 4. Setting the cutoff distance

Features and Indicators

Note: Outputs are active during on/off timing selection mode.

ON Delay
Steady Green: Run mode, ON delay is active
Flashing Green: ON Delay Selection mode is active

OFF Delay
Steady Green: Run mode, OFF delay is active
Flashing Green: OFF Delay Selection mode is active

5-Segment Light Bar2

Indicates relative delay time during ON or OFF Delay
Selection modes
Output Indicator

Steady Amber: Outputs are conducting
Steady Green: During ON/OFF Delay Selection modes

Dark Operate Indicator
Steady Green: Dark Operate is selected

Lockout Indicator
Steady Green: Buttons are locked out

Light Operate Indicator
Steady Green: Light Operate is selected

Signal Indicator
Steady Green: Sensor is receiving signal
Flashing Green: Marginal signal (1.0 to 2.25 excess
gain)

ON/OFF Delay Push
Buttons and Indicators

Light Sensed Indicator
Light Operate Selected
Push Button
Lockout Indicator
Dark Operate Selected

Output Conducting
(Bi-color Amber/Green)

The indicators, above right, also function as a 5-
segment light gar during delay selection modes

Cutoff Adjustment Screw



SPECIFICATIONS:

Dimensions: Approximately 21”W x 6” D x 9” H

Weight: Approximately 16 pounds

Materials: Aluminum & Stainless Main Components

Voltage/Amps: 115 VAC / >2.0 Amps

Set the Output Delay

The output of the Q60AF sensor may be delayed between 0.008 and
16 seconds, in any of 72 increments. Delay is indicated on the 5-
segment light bar using single LED segments or combinations of them,
in varying stages of intensity.

To set a delay, single-click the appropriate button or pulse the remote
wire to enable the process (as described in the following procedures).
Then use the + or – button or the appropriate remote wire pulse
procedure to increase or decrease the delay (single-click adjusts the
delay by one step at a time, and holding the button in provides a rapid
increase/decrease).

Note: Remote wire available on models
Q60BB6AF(Q1) only.

Major increments, displayed by a single full-intensity LED, are
shown:

Step # Delay Time LED Status

0 No Delay

DOSIG LO

8 0.062 second

DOSIG LO

24 0.250 second

DOSIG LO

40 1.00 second

DOSIG LO

56 4.0 seconds

DOSIG LO

72 16 seconds

DOSIG LO

Increase or Decrease the OFF Delay
T = 40 – 800 ms
Press and Hold > 800 ms unless otherwise noted

Increase the OFF Delay—4-second time-out
Enter OFF Delay Setup Enable Delay Increment Step Increment Rapid Increment

Push Button

ON

OFF
DELAY

–

DELAY
+

Single-Click
N/A

ON

OFF
DELAY

–

DELAY
+

Single-Click

ON

OFF
DELAY

–

DELAY
+

Press and Hold

Remote Input T T >800 msT T >800 ms T >800 ms >800 ms

Decrease the OFF Delay—4-second time-out
Enter OFF Delay Setup Enable Delay Decrement Step Decrement Rapid Decrement

Push Button

ON

OFF
DELAY

–

DELAY
+

Single-Click
N/A

ON

OFF
DELAY

–

DELAY
+

Single-Click

ON

OFF
DELAY

–

DELAY
+

Press and Hold

Remote Input T T >800 msT T T >800 msT T >800 ms >800 ms
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